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Abstract—Usability is an important software quality that is often neglected at the design stage. Although methods exist to incorporate elements of usability engineering, there is a need for more balanced usability focused methods that can enhance the experience of software usability for users. In this regard, the potential for Usage-Centred Design is explored with respect to requirements gathering and is shown to lead to high software usability besides other benefits. It achieves this through its focus on usage, defining essential use cases, by conducting task modeling, encouraging user collaboration, refining requirements, and so on. The requirements gathering process in UgCD is described in detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Usability is an important software quality attribute for ensuring software learnability, reliability, user satisfaction, etc. and for improved productivity [1]. For various reasons however, usability is often neglected in software design [2], and many methods, including pure agile methods, are incapable of ensuring usability while those that do attempt to incorporate elements of usability engineering as an additional component of design are also found to be inadequate [3]. It is established that the need arises for not only more usability focused methods, for which two examples are given, but methods that also provide for a more balanced approach between being plan-driven on one hand and agile on the other.

Usage-Centred Design (UgCD) is a software development methodology that incorporates a model-driven phase into an agile framework that is specially designed for ensuring high software usability [4]. The potential of UgCD for improved software usability is explored with respect to the important requirements gathering phase after first providing an overview of requirements gathering and the field of Requirements Engineering.

This paper thus introduces the concept of usability in software engineering, justifies its importance, details the inadequacy of many methods in ensuring usability, and outlines the need for more usability focused and balanced methods.

It then introduces the Usage-Centred Design (UgCD) software development methodology as having potential for leading to improved software usability focusing in the way it handles the gathering of usability requirements.

II. USABILITY AND ITS IMPORTANCE

Usability is defined as “the capability of the software product to be understood, learned, used and attractive to the user, when used under specified conditions [5]. It is recognised as a key software quality attribute 1, which also impinges upon other essential attributes such as reliability, efficiency, learnability, and overall satisfaction. These four sub-attributes comprise the classical attributes of usability to which more can be added, such as consistency and natural mapping [6], effectiveness and engaging [7], rememberability and few errors [8], etc. Any lacking in usability would be noticeable as it would cause dissatisfaction with the software [9], whereas ensuring a high degree of software usability, can lead, for example, to greater productivity [1].

Fig. 1 Nielsen’s five dimensional breakdown of usability [8]

As such, usability is a very important feature for software, yet often it is not given sufficient rigorous attention [10]. It is especially important, for example, for e-learning software as it helps to develop better systems with improved didactical and pedagogical approaches, but it is often neglected [2]. The lack of attention to ensuring usability can be partly explained by its resource intensive nature and requirement of a conducive developer mindset [11]. It therefore requires special training
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and close coordination. Also, usability testing can become tedious, least rewarding, and expensive [12], and in some cases, as with e-learning software, there is a lack of studies to show how usability can be evaluated [13]. Ian et al. [14] even reported an almost non-existent awareness of usability standards (among Malaysian developers).

III. INADEQUACY OF MANY METHODS IN ENSURING USABILITY

Pure agile methods lack the capability of ensuring software usability [15], as has been noted for Scrum [16] and XP [17]. Any claim to provide software having high usability is therefore questionable [18] because agile methods tend to simply ignore usability for end-users [19], and they use inadequate techniques for modeling tasks and users [20]. The original agile manifesto, which popularized agile methods, did not even allow for usability engineering, as it stated to favor ‘individuals and interactions over processes and tools’. So unless additional design elements are incorporated, software developed using agile methods alone is not usually renowned for its usability.

Consequently, various attempts have been made to integrate elements into agile methods to ensure greater usability, such as methods based on User-Centred Design (UrCD), which is by nature user-centric. Incorporating elements of usability in an overall agile method is referred to as ‘agile usability’, and it usually involves elements of Usability Engineering or Interaction Design [4]. However, even many of these methods are inadequate at ensuring usability adequately because they are usually developed independently from traditional techniques established in the software engineering community that incorporate usability concerns more stringently [3].

IV. NEED FOR MORE USABILITY FOCUSED AND BALANCED METHODS

Accommodating for usability and detecting potential usability issues as early as possible is important because it can prevent costly late-cycle changes [21] among other benefits. Two notable attempts to adapt agile methods to deal with usability concerns are Scenario-based Design (SBD), and eXtreme Scenario-based Design (XSBD).

SBD was designed to specifically address certain technical challenges in software development [22] using a combined plan-driven and agile approach. SBD is interesting from the perspective of usability because it permits a range of possible usability consequences to be examined in the form of interdependencies and trade-offs. XSBD streamlines usability and development practices, involves usability testing, and also adopts practices to facilitate communication and information sharing [23]. However, whereas XSBD is able to focus on the most critical areas to ensure high-level goals are met, many other requirements tend to be uncovered too late. This suggests the need for more initial planning and earlier gathering of requirements.

An important aspect of usability focused software development is therefore to follow an approach that is able to take advantage of both plan-driven and agile approaches. Moreover, The actual method used should be adaptable according to the user requirements [24]. Despite an aversion to detailed planning in software development nowadays, especially among proponents of agile methods, some upfront planning provides three key potential advantages: (1) a reduction in uncertainty due to consideration of the likely outcomes and early adoption of corrective measures, (2) increase in understanding of the project goals and objectives, and (3) improvement in efficiency [25]. Consequently, a well-planned project is more likely to be of better quality, finish sooner, and cost less. Although this may be a ‘painful’ process to begin with, good planning pays off as a project progresses. On the other hand, spending too much time in planning poses a risk of ‘high loss probability’ due to the time that could have been spent more usefully getting on with the project itself [26], and it could also become a very expensive undertaking [27].

A more balanced approach can provide both essential qualities of control and discipline on one hand and agility or flexibility on the other [28]. The former is essential for dealing with highly specific requirements and constraints while the latter is desirable to allow for improvisation and adjustment. In addition to these technical aspects, social aspects of software development should also be considered in order to benefit from applying agile methods [29] through improved communication and collaboration. One such approach is introduced in the section that follows.

V. INTRODUCTION TO USAGE-CENTERED DESIGN

Usage-Centered Design (UgCD) is a software development methodology (developed by Constantine & Lockwood) that incorporates a model-driven phase in which requirements gathering is an important component, into an agile framework. It is specially designed for high software usability [4], [6], and has been demonstrated to do so [30]. It does this through ensuring the tasks users will have to carry out can be accomplished effectively and efficiently [31]. Thus, unlike with UrCD, the main focus is on usage rather than on users per se, hence the name UgCD. As acknowledged by Norman [32] who coined the term ‘User-Centred Design’, usage is more important than both the user and user interface.

UgCD makes use of essential use cases, which is based on Ivar Jacobson's concept of use cases in Object-Oriented Software Engineering, but “simplified and generalized down to the essential core of usage” [33]. Likewise, the modeling has its roots in Steve McMenamin and John Palmer's concept of ‘essential modeling’, which focuses on what the software is designed to do as an aid to conceptualizing the processes [34]. Modelling is characteristic of many traditional methodologies, but in UgCD, the models are designed to provide “conceptual and creative leverage for the least amount of effort on the part of analysts and designers” [35].

Besides the potential to enhance usability, UgCD can also cope well with scaling to larger projects [36], which is a problem for agile methods [37]. It also helps to make the
process of development run more smoothly [38], and guide decisions about the functionality to be incorporated into a design [39]. It is particularly effective for dealing with complex situations in which user performance is critical [35]. In short, UgCD provides ‘a powerful punch’ from its iterative process while delivering software of high quality that meets user expectations [40]. Table I highlights key characteristics of UgCD and how these differ from UrCD so as to make the distinctions clearer.

TABLE I
KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN UrCD AND UgCD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>User-Centred (UrCD)</th>
<th>Usage-Centred (UgCD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Driven by</td>
<td>Improve user experience and satisfaction</td>
<td>Improve tools to support task accomplishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User involvement</td>
<td>User input</td>
<td>Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>User descriptions and characteristics</td>
<td>User-system relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design models</td>
<td>Realistic or representational</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of design</td>
<td>Iterative prototyping</td>
<td>Modelling and refinement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes/Design</td>
<td>Usually informal and varied</td>
<td>Fully specified and systematic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherence</td>
<td>Tends to be lower</td>
<td>Tends to be greater</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. REQUIREMENTS GATHERING

The requirements gathering phase in the Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC) can play a major role in ensuring software usability. In practice, many developers tend to allocate insufficient time and effort to requirements gathering, such that requirements are usually either not documented at all or they get documented very late in the SDLC [41]. It is important however, as it provides the basis for the development work to follow [42]. Determining requirements prior to programming helps to better understand the software development project at hand, select an appropriate developmental method, and to satisfy the requirements [24]. The practice resulting in improved communication of requirements was shown recently to lead to a one-third drop in failed software projects [43]. Consequently, there is a growing renewed interest in the whole field of Requirements Engineering (RE) [44].

As for requirements gathering techniques, common methods include meetings, facilitated sessions, questionnaires, observations, document analysis and prototyping. A broad classification made by Nuseibeh & Easterbrook [45] is shown in Table II. IEEE recommendations in regard to gathering requirements specify that they should be correct, unambiguous, complete, consistent, ranked for importance/stability, verifiable, modifiable, and traceable [46]. Some of these characteristics are facilitated by documenting requirements while adhering to some set of standards, such as the use of graphical notations specified by the Unified Modelling Language (UML).

A traditional way of constructing models of requirements is using Jacobson’s use case model, which involves identifying actors, uses cases, and the system/sub-system boundary. Use cases are useful in that they highlight actor value linked with specific stakeholder goals [47], but as use cases are focused on a system’s functionality, they are better suited only for documenting functional requirements [48]. The requirements themselves are only effective if they are complete, specific, measurable, achievable, connected, and signed off by clients [49].

Usually, the way requirements are gathered, is guided by an overall methodology or framework, of which there are many. Of interest in this paper are UgCD itself and others listed below that share some similar characteristics to UgCD to enable them to be compared.

Activity-Centred Design (ACD) – Activity modeling is used for systematic organization and contextual representation of tools with a focus on user activities and on tasks to be performed.

Joint Application Design (JAD) – A joint structured meeting is held which focuses on how the system will work in which user involvement is elicited using dynamic group techniques.

Participatory Design (PD) – Structured, facilitated interactions are held between designers and users.

Scenario-Based Design (SBD) – HCI scenarios are used to specifically overcome certain technical challenges.

Usage-Centered Design (UgCD) – Activity theory is applied with a methodological scaffolding involving task modeling and Just-in-Time Requirements (JITR) for further refinements with a focus on ensuring usability.

VII. USABILITY REQUIREMENTS

Requirements can be divided into functional and non-functional, system and user, or conceptual and organizational, and so on. Another distinction of relevance herein, is between usability and non-usability requirements. Usability requirements are those that ensure “a good match between the system that is developed and both the users of that system and the tasks that they will undertake when using it” [48]. An
extensive breakdown of usability requirements was made by [50], in which they were shown to encompass conceptual, functional, non-functional, and also business requirements.

Identifying usability requirements helps to prioritize usability work and ensure usability goals are achieved, especially concerning efficiency and satisfaction [51], because usability requirements encapsulate usability goals [50]. Given this importance, Requirements Engineering (RE) cannot be ignored, especially in the development of customer-oriented systems [43]. An RE framework typically involves the three core activities of elicitation, documentation, and negotiation [52], and should be treated as a dynamic and cooperative process.

Usability is best assured when usability requirements are elicited at the beginning [44] in line with user goals and objectives, and when a usability assessment is undertaken at the conceptual stage of the SDLC [53]. Gathering requirements at this stage is important because this is the earliest point in time that potential performance issues can be addressed while the architecture is still being formulated [54]. The requirements should also be checked for correctness, completeness, and for being non-ambiguous and non-contradictory [55].  

This plan-based approach is typical of traditional methods in software engineering. Pure agile methods on the other hand, are generally considered to be inadequate at handling requirements [56]. Their priority is for speedier and responsive software development [57], so they are better able to handle changing requirements instead due to their incremental development approach [58].

VIII. REQUIREMENTS GATHERING UNDER UGCD

UGCD adapts Jacobson's Use Case driven approach by conducting exploratory modeling of task cases to identify the roles and tasks and ascertain user requirements [59]. A user role is understood in UGCD to be “an abstract collection of needs, interests, expectations, behaviors, and responsibilities characterizing a relationship between a class or kind of users and a system” [60], and a role model contains a list of expected user roles described in terms of needs, interests, behaviors, responsibilities, etc.

The way requirements are gathered in UGCD takes the form of a dialogue in which there is mutual exploration and negotiation until a consensus is reached between the developers and users. Questions are raised and potential areas for investigation are identified based on information available at the time. This makes requirements gathering in UGCD a highly collaborative process due to the significant user involvement. In this way, UGCD is also distinguished from UrcD in that UGCD is not just user-centered, but also more user-involved. The collaboration is facilitated by the face-to-face meetings in a cooperative atmosphere, which are conversational rather than inquisitive, and organized around specific topic or aspects. Moreover, UGCD takes an 'essential' approach to gathering requirements in which the attention is on goals and objectives so as to ensure a focus on actual needs and requirements [60].

UGCD's ability to enhance software usability is due to its special consideration of usability arising from the gathering of requirements through task modeling [6]. Moreover, UGCD provides a very systematic way of establishing requirements, which particularly helps to prevent 'creep', which concerns expanding the system beyond the initial agreement, and 'leakage' of requirements, which refers to additional requirements that may arise and become part of the system without offering any benefits [60]. In short, UGCD by design ensures all those requirements are captured that help to accomplish each possible task, which is what ensures high software usability.

Table III summarizes key details of what takes place during the initial stages of the UGCD process with respect to modeling and requirements gathering. After the initial main meeting, any remaining omissions, irregularities, or ambiguities about the requirements are dealt with during the frequent subsequent meetings and continuous consultations that are characteristic of JITR. Notably, assistance and feedback is sought from users throughout the process at each stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Details of what takes place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Pre-modelling</td>
<td>Identifying roles and tasks of users through defining essential use cases; discussion of purpose; requirements dialogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Model construction</td>
<td>Statement of purpose; Modelling tasks with a focus on satisfying software usability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Model presentation</td>
<td>Model is presented and feedback is sought during the main meeting; Capturing of usability requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Model refinement</td>
<td>Continuous consultations and further meetings to test and refine the requirements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IX. SUMMARY AND PLANS FOR EVALUATION

Usability is an important software quality for ensuring software can be easily learned, understood, used and made attractive and pleasing to its users, but it is often neglected at the design stage. This neglect is often due to the resource intensive nature of the challenge and tediousness of usability testing, but there is also a lack of studies in this area, especially in relation to e-learning software. Pure agile methods did not even allow for usability engineering, and whilst methods do exist to incorporate elements of usability engineering in both traditional and agile methods and promote a more user-centered-design, they are usually found to be inadequate. The reason is that they are usually incorporated independently from traditional methods that specifically target usability.

There is a need for more balanced usability focused methods with initial planning and early gathering of requirements that can enhance the experience of software usability for users. Some upfront planning can provide the necessary control and discipline to deal with highly specific requirements by reducing uncertainty, increasing understanding of goals and objectives, and improving
efficiency. And, at the same time, some agility is necessary to allow for adjustments and refinements. The initial requirements gathering phase is therefore very important in software design for guiding the development of the software, particularly for capturing usability requirements for prioritizing usability concerns and ensuring high software usability.

In this regard, the potential for Usage-Centered Design (UgCD) was explored with respect to requirements gathering, which incorporates a model-driven phase into an overall agile framework. UgCD is shown to lead to high software usability besides other benefits such as scalability and suitability for user performance critical situations. It achieves this through its focus on usage over users per se, defining essential use cases, by conducting exploratory task modeling to identify roles and tasks, encouraging user-developer collaboration from the outset, engaging in mutual exploration and negotiation, allowing for refining requirements through continuous feedback, and so on. In short, UgCD is not just user-centred, but also more user involved, and it takes an 'essential' approach in gathering requirements by focusing on goals and objectives to ensure actual needs and requirements are met satisfactorily. The enhancement of software usability is a natural outcome of the special and systematic attention to usability concerns throughout the software development lifecycle.

In order to further establish the potential for UgCD, research has been planned to examine the existing requirements gathering process implemented for e-learning software development at a higher educational institution in Saudi Arabia. This focus on the initial requirements gathering phase contrasts with another study that also investigated UgCD's potential in the e-learning context [30], but which applied usability testing instead without attempting to recapture usability requirements. The UgCD approach will be applied in this study for specifically capturing usability requirements, and demonstrating how their capture is improved with respect to the attributes of completeness and preciseness. It is assumed that showing UgCD can ‘better’ capture usability requirements, can indicate its potential in creating more highly usable software.
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